
So.......to recap.....Vajazzle....is....erm.....it’s.... (tread
carefully John)....is jewellery.....(yes, keep going)....it’s
Jewellery......(you’ve said that)....jewellery destined for
the South Pole.

I won’t go into the ins and outs of it (no pun in-
tended) but there’re a few major flaws with this new
trend. The trend that is of tarting up ones Cheshire cat
with gem stones, glitter and small offerings of food,
drink and shelter for the benefit of any brave
explorer who successfully manages to navigate and
negotiate his (or her – let’s be fair) way south across
the border. 

Are you still with me? 
The learned aviators among us men tell you that

from a pilot’s perspective a perfect landing strip is
always helpful for a smooth landing. 

But to booby trap
the entire airfield...
the potential for
casualties does not
bare thinking of.
• Oral (or worse)
laceration on an ill
placed diamond. 
• The 2 hours to get ready will be upped by a third. 
• There’s no way that amount of time “in makeup”
isn’t going to lead to a want to show the work to
girlfriends. Or worse man Friends. Your brothers?
Father in law? Jesus – this is bigger than I thought.
Think happy thoughts. Think happy thoughts. 
• The bed will now be regularly covered in glitter –
and in turn so will you. Explain the ongoing sparkle
from your personage to the other lads at work – who
let’s face it have had their suspicions for some time
now. The rumours will spread like wildfire.....

Look ladies – we get it – but can you
stop...now....please.....before someone gets hurt? 
Follow John on twitter @djjohnaskew
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The Chapel Night Club in Salisbury is always
doing things that are a tiny bit different.

This month they want everyone to dress up as
a superhero to raise money for charity.

So expect, umpteen Catwomans and
Batmans facing off against a few Wonder
Women and Supermans. It’ll be a surreal night
that is sure to be a right laugh.

The Superheroes Charity Night takes place
on Friday February 11 and starts at 9pm going
on until 3am.

And you’ll be able to raise a load of money
for Help the Heroes.

Raffle and collections also go to the H4H
Charity so let`s make this one count.

With Pub prices on drinks and some special

drink promotions as well, you will need
extraordinary powers to get to 3am!

It’ll cost £5 on the door.
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Is it a bird, is it a plane, no it’s a clubnight!
The Clubbing bit....
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